Computer Science is a rapidly evolving discipline. To ensure students receive a CS education that is equitable and prepares them for the jobs of tomorrow, CS teacher PD must be a priority in every district. Google educators on-the-ground.

83% of teachers say they need extensive training and coursework to successfully teach CS.

We aim to increase access and exposure to computer science (CS) for students, educators and parents. We provide grants to fund professional development (PD) programs for educators interested in learning CS.

Learn more at g.co/CSedugrants

Why do educators need CS professional development?

Computer Science is a rapidly evolving discipline. To ensure students receive a CS education that is equitable and prepares them for the jobs of tomorrow, CS teacher PD must be a priority in every district. Google supports localized, community-developed CS PD that meets the needs of educators on-the-ground.

Educators want CS but lack training and resources*

83% of teachers say they need extensive training and coursework to successfully teach CS.

Funding is available in Europe, Middle East, China, Australia and New Zealand

* Research excerpt from Searching for Computer Science: Access and Barriers in U.S. K-12 Education available at g.co/csedu/research
I’m a PD provider. How do I get started?

Apply for a 2019 grant! Your role as a PD provider is critical to the impact of current and upcoming CS teachers in your local area. Learn more at g.co/CSedugrants

How funding works

1. **APPLY**
   - Research institutions, universities, and educational nonprofits propose PD programs for their local school teachers.

2. **GET FUNDING**
   - Funding is awarded to applications that demonstrate a sound pedagogical approach to CS and a foundation of an ongoing educator supports community that fosters innovation and shared learning.

3. **GIVE PD**
   - Grantees deliver professional development to educators in their communities throughout the school year.

Join the growing community of educators getting CS PD

- 50K+ Educators
- 50+ Countries
- 2M+ Students

Apply for a PD grant today!
g.co/CSedugrants